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ABOUT US
Welcome to Delhi School of Photography (DSP)!
With 15 years of experience, we are a renowned
institution fostering creativity and mastery in
photography.
Course Diversity: DSP offers over 25 courses
catering to various interests and proficiency levels.
Track Record: Thousands of students have delved
into the art of photography through our courses
led by seasoned professionals.
Join Us: Explore the enthralling realm of visual
storytelling and unleash your creative potential
through the lens at DSP.



DIPLOMA IN PHOTOGRAPHY
Diploma in Photography course is ideally suited for people who want to take up
professional photography very seriously and want to start their work soon after
completion of the course and have ample time available for learning the subject.



Course Structure
The course is designed in a manner that it covers all
the important genres of photography so that after
completing the course, students are capable of
handling any photography assignments independently.
Each of the modules are taught one by one typically
over one to two months depending upon the subject by
practicing professional photographers who come &
teach the genre in which they practice to ensure that
students get specialised knowledge in each of the
subjects. 
Photography being a creative art form, the course is
taught in a manner that almost 90% of it is covered
practically. Students are given unlimited usage of the
studios during the course so that they have a free hand
in experimenting & creating. To ensure complete
learning, students are made to learn both using
artificial light as well as in natural light.

"Photos are a
reflection of a

story and full of
meaning."



CURRICULUM
Creating the base & laying the
foundation in photography

The art of seeing subjects for
photography
The art of locating or arranging
subjects for Photography
The science and technology in use in
photography
Professional cameras and their
workings
Advanced optics and optical systems
Applications of different characters
of light
Professional lighting
Studio and outdoor photographic
equipments and their uses



Wedding
Photography



Film Making and
Cinematography



Photo Journalism



Interior & Architecture
Photography



Food Photography



Product
Photography



Fashion
Photography



Nature and Wildlife
Photography



Event Photography



Photo Editing



Internships, Placement
assistance & Other career
opportunities
Being one of the oldest & well respected
institutes in teaching photography, DSP
receives a number of college placement
opportunities for its diploma students.
Students have options to choose from
taking up job offers, interning with
practicing photographers or simply
freelancing.

We have observed that a number of
students also join our our ex students who
are today practicing photographers to
enhance their skills & get the required
experience.



Course
Details

WEEKEND AND
WEEKDAY BATCHES

Batch type

1 YEAR

Course Duration

FROM THE
FACULTY OF DSP

Course faculty



Feeling unsure or uncertain
about how to start a career in
photography?
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See what our Alumni Students are doing



Jatin Bhayana

Jatin Bhayana discovered his passion for photography
upon enrolling in the Delhi School of Photography.
Throughout the course of his diploma, he became

particularly interested in the art of wedding photography.
Today, he is a highly accomplished wedding photographer
with his own established photography firm called "Bhaiji

Production".

Instagram handle- @bhaijiproductions

Batch- 2016-17





Mayur Gurka
Mayur Ghurka, formerly an accountant, discovered a newfound passion for

food photography upon joining the Delhi School of Photography. His
journey at the institution unveiled an unexpected interest in capturing

culinary art through the lens. Transitioning from his accounting
background, Mayur found himself captivated by the nuances of food
photography, exploring a realm where his creativity flourished. His

experience at the school transformed his perspective and ignited a fervor
for visually capturing the essence and allure of gastronomy.

Instagram Handle- @commercials.by.mayur

Batch- 2020-21





Darshika Sandhu
Darshika Sandhu, once a lawyer, found her passion for

fashion photography after joining Delhi School of
Photography. Transitioning from law, she discovered a love
for visually capturing the world of fashion through the lens.

The school became her gateway to exploring the artistry
and allure of fashion photography, sparking a new creative

journey.

Instagram Handle- @darshika.sandhu

Batch- 2021-20





Ishaan Dhawan
Ishaan Dhawan, a former merchant navy officer, uncovered his

passion for product and fashion photography upon enrolling at the
Delhi School of Photography. Transitioning from a career at sea, he

delved into the captivating realms of product and fashion
photography. The school provided a platform for Ishaan to explore

and refine his skills, igniting a newfound creative drive. It was at Delhi
School of Photography that he discovered his knack for capturing the

essence and allure of both products and fashion through the lens,
marking the beginning of an exciting journey into the world of visual

storytelling.

Instagram Handle- @_renaissanceproductions

Batch- 2022-23





Yatin Verma
Yatin Verma, deeply passionate about wildlife photography from
the start, enrolled at Delhi School of Photography to further his
skills. Excelling in the art of nature and wildlife photography, he

has evolved into a proficient photographer. Presently, not only a
successful photographer but also an educator at Delhi School of

Photography, Yatin shares his expertise, guiding aspiring
photographers in the intricate world of capturing nature's beauty

through the lens.

Instagram Handle- @yatinverma13

Batch- 2017-18







Rupesh Kumar
Rupesh Kumar embarked on his journey at Delhi School of

Photography, where he discovered his calling in the realm of
fashion photography. Within the school's nurturing

environment, he found his niche and passion for capturing the
elegance and allure of the fashion world through the lens. As
he progressed, Rupesh honed his skills and developed a keen

eye for translating the essence of fashion into captivating
visual narratives, marking a defining moment in his

photographic journey.

Instagram Hnadle- @ashokacreations

Batch- 2018-19





Manas Bhardwaj
Manas Bhardwaj initiated his photographic odyssey at Delhi

School of Photography and has since emerged as a
distinguished fashion photographer. His expertise extends to
encompassing a wide array of fashion events. From humble

beginnings, Manas has evolved to skillfully capture the
essence of various fashion events, showcasing versatility and
finesse in his craft. His journey from student to accomplished
photographer underscores his dedication to the art of fashion

photography and his adeptness in covering diverse fashion
spectrums.

Instagram Handle- @manasbhardwajphotography

Batch- 2019-20





Anjali Tiwari
Anjali Tiwari, MBA Qualified, redirected her path upon joining Delhi

School of Photography. Her journey at the institution led her to
discover a deep-rooted passion for fashion photography. Anjali

embraced the world of fashion through her lens. With determination
and artistic flair, she honed her skills and evolved into a proficient

fashion photographer. Anjali's transformation from an MBA qualified
to a successful fashion photographer is a testament to her

dedication, showcasing how the Delhi School of Photography
became the catalyst for her creative journey in the vibrant realm of

fashion.
Instagram Handle- @anjalitiwari_photography

Batch- 2021-22





Sasha Mehta
Sasha Mehta established herself as a prominent figure in fine
art fashion photography after her enrollment at Delhi School

of Photography. Her dedication and expertise in the field
have solidified her position as an accomplished professional.

Through her creative vision and skills honed at the institution,
Sasha has made a mark in the world of fashion photography,
showcasing her talent and establishing a reputable name for

herself in the industry.

Instagram Handle- @sashamehta2

Batch- 2018-19





RAHUL HAREENDRANATH
Having shifted from engineering to pursue his photography

passion at the Delhi School of Photography, Rahul
Hareendranath now excels as both a faculty member

specializing in fashion photography instruction and an
accomplished independent photographer. His journey

signifies a successful transition from an engineering
background to a respected mentor and thriving professional

in photography.

Instagram Handle- @_atticproduction

Batch- 2020-21

https://www.instagram.com/_atticproduction/#




JATIN PAL
Jatin Pal's journey began with a spark ignited at the Delhi

School of Photography, where his fervor for the craft
emerged. His expertise in wedding photography has not only

become his niche but also propelled him to great heights,
earning him a well-deserved reputation as a prominent and

sought-after professional in the industry. His dedication and
mastery have cemented his position as an exceptional

wedding photographer, celebrated for capturing timeless
moments with skill and artistry.

Instagram Handle- @rosebbudfilms

Batch- 2016-17

https://www.instagram.com/rosebbudfilms/#




SONAM CHOUDHARY 
Sonam has been a passionate photographer for over a decade, beginning

her career as an NDTV Food Photographer. Over the years, she has
expanded her expertise and has become an expert in various genres,
including dog shoots, baby shoots, food shoots, and bridal portraits.

Sonam’s expertise in  these areas has led her to become an accomplished
teacher, sharing her knowledge and experience with aspiring

photographers. Her dedication to her craft has garnered her invitations to
judge photography competitions at prestigious institutions such as

Ambience School, Manav Rachna University, and Dyal Singh College.

Instagram Handle- @storiesbygujariya

Batch- 2016-17







NEIL CHAKRABORTY
Neil Chakraborty, the commercial photographer based in Delhi, specializes

in fashion, lifestyle, and product photography. His journey in this field began
six years ago, and he takes immense pride in his collaborations with

esteemed organizations such as UNICEF, Fashion Design Council of India
(FDCI), Indian Lakme Fashion Week, Smile Foundation, and Farmart. Notably,

Neil has spearheaded commercial shoots for prominent brands including
Sabyasachi, Manish Malhotra, Royal Enfield, My Global Desi, Nirula’s, Chique,

House of Raisons, Uber Eats, and various other fashion brands across India.
His exceptional work has been featured in renowned publications such as

Vogue, Elle Magazine, and Times of India.

Instagram Handle- @neilchakrabortyphoto

Batch- 2016-17

https://www.instagram.com/neilchakrabortyphoto/#






ROHIT KUMAR
Rohit Kumar specializes in fashion, beauty, and lifestyle photography,

boasting a remarkable proficiency in cinematography and filmmaking. Over
the years, Rohit has honed the art of crafting impeccable shots in diverse

conditions.
With an impressive portfolio, Rohit has filmed renowned personalities such
as Kanika Kapoor, Jass Manak, Guri, Ruchika Jangid, and numerous fashion

enthusiasts. Notably, Rohit undertook the filming of an international
calendar shoot for FitnGlamm magazine in Dubai, consecutively in 2020 and

2021, in collaboration with Filmfare Middle East. Achieving a significant
milestone, 

Batch- 2018-19



Rohit secured roles as an official cinematographer and photographer for
esteemed events like GlammOnn, L’Homme Luxury show by DLF Emporio, Taj

India Fashion Runway Season 3, and collaborated with Dr. Ritesh Malik, a
notable investor, entrepreneur, and founder of Innov8 Coworking. 

Rohit Kumar has also lent expertise to well-known brands including OnePlus,
PC Jewellers, PP Jewellers, Oceedee, SeaSoul Australia, Guru Makeup Artist,
Hair Masters, Toni & Guy, HOK Makeup, among others. Through Rohit's lens,

intricate designs from esteemed designers such as Sabyasachi, Abhinav
Mishra, Sahil Kocchar, Kamaali Couture, and Manish Malhotra have been

captured with a profound understanding, eloquently portraying the
designer's vision behind each outfit.

Instagram Handle- @rohitkumar.photos





ASHU KALRA

One of our most distinguished alumni, Ashu is primarily into wedding
photography & has a team of 40 photographers supporting her. 

Over the years, Ashu has carved out a niche for herself in wedding
photography and is one of the most sought after photographers around.  It
gives us great pleasure in showcasing some of the wonderful pictures taken

by her & her team during various weddings covered.

Instagram Handle- @handinhand_films

Batch- 2014-15

https://www.instagram.com/handinhand_films/#






KIRPAL SINGH

Kirpal Singh entered the Delhi School of Photography fueled by immense
passion, eventually discovering his forte in the captivating realm of wedding

photography. Renowned for his mastery in lighting and composition, he
stands out as an expert in his field. Beyond his technical skills, Kirpal is

highly regarded for his exceptional helpfulness, complementing his
successful career as a thriving wedding photographer.

Instagram Handle- @_kirpal_singh

Batch- 2018-19







Contact Us
Phone : +91 9871642054

Website : www.delhischoolofphotography.com

Email : delhischoolofphotography@gmail.com

Address : Tilak  Nagar, New Delhi

@Delhischoolofphotography

Delhi school of photography

Delhi school of photography

Come learn from the best


